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Sunday in Cape Town…late Summer sun…best time of the year. 
 
The weeks roll along and this one many people will know, courtesy of LinkedIn, is a birthday week for me.  I 
don’t normally worry about it much but with several website enjoying reminding you of it then you’ve got no 
choice…but then it’s not exactly an unpleasant time. 
 
Business moves along but technology seems to get in the way rather than enable the flow of commerce.  I’ve 
been trying to undo some of the technical problems that colleagues have created and the number of hours 
spent can’t ever be justified.  I’m starting a new invoicing system in May or so that will place the burden on the 
customers rather than me as supplier.  Essentially we’ve got clients not paying invoices and then waiting 
months before they query the business.  I’ll be asking everyone to validate an invoice when issued or query it 
there and then while it’s fresh in everyone’s mind. 
 
The cricket world cup continues and Tuesday will see the first of the semi finals.  We’ll all be up early to 
watch.  Both games look pretty evenly weighted so they should be close games we hope. 
 
I saw one of the worst rugby matches ever played yesterday.  The Sharks played the Chiefs with 3 red cards.  
At one stage a game of rugby broke out but no one much noticed.  Steyn’s spear tackle could have killed the 
other guy and Du Plessis calmly kicked a guy in the head.  Pretty much everyday stuff….not. 
 
Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn and re-tweet. 
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22nd March 2015 

I spent some time linking my Google calendar to my Note.  It works well.  I used to be able to sync Outlook to 

Google but that’s been stopped.  I just exported what I had in Outlook to a Google calendar and left it there.  From 

now on I’ll only use the Google calendar so that I can sync it more readily. 

 

 

THE HAGUE, Netherlands (AP) — Ikea has a message for people wanting to converge on its stores for giant 

games of hide and seek: Go play someplace else. 

The phenomenon has taken off online in the Netherlands where a whopping 19,000 people signed up to a 

Facebook group promoting a game at Ikea's Amsterdam branch next month. Another 13,000 signed up for a game 

in the Ikea store in the city of Utrecht. 

But the Swedish retail giant has bad news for folks wanting to hide among its room-like furniture displays: The 

numbers signing up are getting out of hand and the events have been blocked. 

"We have contacted these pages on social media and humbly asked them to have their hide and seek games 

somewhere else," Ikea spokeswoman Martina Smedberg in Sweden said Tuesday. 

Ikea doesn't want to be a spoilsport, but safety comes first. 

"In general we are happy that our customers are playful and want to have fun together with friends and family," 

Smedberg said. "But unfortunately this hide and seek phenomenon has reached proportions where we can no 

longer guarantee the security of those who are playing or our customers and employees." 
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Losing customers... 

I talked last week about customer retention and the importance of the lifetime value of a 
customer. 
 
Let’s look this week at how to try to lose customers! 
 
First up...do you have any customers who lose you money?  These are the minnows that you 
tolerate but frankly don’t merit sales calls or any TLC.  If your loss making customers don’t have 
any other value advantage then it might be worth saying “goodbye” to them.  Banks often have a 
minimum account threshold...put the money in the account or we’ll close it! 
 
Secondly look at your customer turnover.  If you never lose a customer could it be that you’re not 
charging enough.  A little churn with your larger but less attractive customers suggests that your 
prices are about right.  If you don’t much value a customer at least make sure that they’re paying 
top dollar and if they leave then it’s no problem all round. 
 
Lastly...don’t get blackmailed by the “take it or leave it” customers.  When I’m told to take or leave 
a deal I generally leave it and I’m rarely wrong.  It pays to give these buyers some manners and 
educate the market that you’re desperate for the business.  If the reputation gets around that 
you’re a desperate seller then you’re in a world of hurt and pain. 
 
Retain your best customers...fight for them...but don’t be afraid to organise a small amount of 
positive churn with the less than profitable group. 
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Nickels and Dimes 

I got nickel and dimed this week. 
 
I’d agreed what I thought was a comprehensive spec with my kitchen guy but when the final bill 
came in there was an “extra” that I assumed was included but he suggested was a variation to the 
original spec. 
 
Getting nickel and dimed is never fun.  It’s the sort of deal where every extra costs extra…nothing 
seems to be included. 
 
This is often combined with a little bit of scope creep…if you’re a buyer…or a bit or artistic spec 
interpreting if you’re a seller.  Claims and variations are an enormously profitable area for 
contractors downstream in a contract. 
 
The learning point is to nail everything down.  Get everything agreed up front and 
never…never…allow little extras to get tacked on. 
 
Thankfully it was a trivial sum of money and in the grand scheme it was nothing…but the principle 
is in this case what offended me rather than the dollar value. 
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